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Abstract

This paper examines the work undertaken in the UK
Alvey funded project IPSE ��	� from the point of view of
the approach taken to the development of the core sys

tem� It outlines the reasoning which led to the decision
to base the system on a �active process� core rather than
the more traditional approaches which have tended to
support an entity derived model�It gives a brief overview
of the project with an emphasis on the notion of a Pro

cess Control Engine� It outlines the basic concepts behind
the Process Modelling Language PML� and the Process
Model for Management Support PMMS� with particu

lar attention being paid to the representation of process
change during the execution of a process model� It then
illustrates the approach using a case study of an �active
process��

� Introduction

��� Introduction to the project

The IPSE ��	 project is concerned with the problems of
how computer systems can be used in the development of
software based information systems� The name �IPSE
��	� is due directly to the identi�cation in the Alvey
�alv� programme of three generations of the so called In

tegrated Project Support Environment 
 IPSE �� IPSE ��
IPSE �� The IPSE ��	 project lies somewhere between the
second generation 
 characterised by the use of databases

�The IPSE ��� project is funded under the UK Government�s

ALVEY programme and is a collaborative research project� It be�

gan in September ���� and will formally terminate at the end of

����� It is a collaboration between STC Technology Limited	 In�

ternational Computers Limited	 University of Manchester	 Dowty

Defence and Air Systems Limited	 SERC Rutherford Appleton Lab�

oratory	 Plessey Research Roke Manor Limited and British Gas plc�

to support the core 
 and the third generation 
 charac

terised by the use of expert systems techniques�
However it is not the characteristics of the type of tech


nology which supports the core of the IPSE that is of pri

mary importance to the project� Rather the project per

ceives that many current IPSEs are merely instances of
a store
plus
tools approach wherein attempts� some very
extensive� have been made to emphasise support for im

proved tools interworking by providing a common tools
interface� The IPSE ��	 project is concerned with the
deeper integration of the IPSE Users and their attendant
processes with sets of supporting tools� some integrated
others just interworking in a very loose sense� In many
cases the Users themselves are also viewed as �tools� of
the IPSE�
This paper gives a brief overview of the project as a

whole� placing emphasis on one of the main features� that
of �process modelling�� The problem area of concern to
the IPSE ��	 project is that of computer systems which
provide a set of facilities to support people and organisa

tions as opposed simply to individuals� concerned with
all aspects of information systems development� In fact
the project is both more limited and more general than
this �

� It is more limited in the sense that the scope of an
IPSE is ill
de�ned� it is always possible to think of
something else that could be provided in an IPSE�
The project has clearly concentrated on a very spe

ci�c subset of concerns�

� It is more general in the sense that it is clear that
not only is there a vast number of di�erent com

puter systems� but there are also a great many ways
of developing them� Moreover� in practice� modern
information systems are concerned with the integra

tion of many discrete subsystems and hence their



development requires the usage of a number of dif

ferent methods even within one single systems devel

opment� Systems constructed to support the devel

opment of such information systems must therefore
be� to some extent� general purpose�

The two major aspects addressed by the project may
be characterised by the phrases �process modelling� and
�formal methods�� Process modelling is concerned with
the need to provide support for the many processes in

volved in the production of information systems� Formal
methods� in this context� are mathematically based ap

proaches to software development� One of the original
aims of the IPSE ��	 project was to investigate the po

tential for integration of the support for such methods
within a system providing support for the broader set
of processes concerned with information systems produc

tion� The emphasis in this paper is on �process mod

elling��

��� What is IPSE ���

Speci�cally IPSE ��	 is a project whose objective is to
develop and demonstrate a small number of IPSE�s each
constructed on the basis of particular characteristics us

ing a generic IPSE tool� The name IPSE ��	 is generally
used to describe such systems� The characteristics which
are of principal interest to the project are concerned with
advancing beyond current IPSE products in two impor

tant areas� These areas have been alluded to above and
are speci�cally �

�� to raise the level of integration within the support
system above the store
plus
tools approach by devel

oping IPSEs which have knowledge of the processes
by which information systems are developed� The
term used to describe this idea is Process Modelling�

�� within this integrated framework� to provide e�ec

tive support for the use of the emerging development
methods based on mathematical formalisms� These
methods� known as formal methods� o�er very sig

ni�cant advantages to system developers over tra

ditional approaches� However� it is clear that good
support is needed if these approaches are to be widely
available to industry�

The exploitation of an IPSE ��	 system will provide
a means of holding information about products and
projects� it will support con�guration management and
version control� it will provide means by which existing
tools can be used and it will be equipped with state of

the art HCI facilities to ensure the achievement of e�ec

tive man
machine synergy� One of the major challenges
of the project is to provide all of this integrated with Pro

cess Modelling and the support for Formal Methods in a
clear and cohesive manner�

The IPSE ��	 project is� of course� one which is investi

gating a number of advanced concepts� The IPSEs being
produced by the project have an experimental nature�
the properties of which will be evaluated as an important
part of the project itself�

� A review of the historical perspec�
tive of the project

In order to understand the reasoning which has led to our
current approach to Support Environments it is necessary
to examine the in�uences which such toolsets have had on
our development practises� In spite of recent hype which
suggests that only recently has the Industry begun to
invest in any form of integrated approach to development
support we� at ICL in the Mainframe Division at least�
have been using such a support environment for nearly �
decades�

The environment in question is known as the CADES
�djp� bcw��� system and has been used since ���� for
the support of the development of the ICL Operating
System VME �bcw���� This system accurately re�ects the
industrial concerns prevalent in the late �����s� The focus
on these concerns was due in no small measure to the
two successful NATO Software Engineering conferences
of ������� �jnb� pn� which are arguably responsible for
the very term Software Engineering�

Examination of our experiences with this system over
the last �� years lead to some interesting observations
on both what has changed and unfortunately what has
not during this period� The observations fall into two
categories �


 The Industrial Scenario and development concerns of
that era�


 The Technology developed to address those concerns�

Perhaps more than anything they are timely reminders
at this time� when there is an unseemly rush to standard

ise Support Environments� that our engineering expertise
is still far from being mature� They show us how much
has changed and has still to change� in even our un

derstanding of the Software Development Process� This
must lead to concern that in the realisation of the need
for an �OPEN� standard we should not hastily de�ne a
very closed system�



��� Our Industrial Scenario in the early ����s�

Prior to the early ���s ICL in its various early forms� En

glish Electric�ICT etc�� had produced a number of com

paratively small operating systems and associated com

pilers for the relatively small mainframe machines which
existed at the time�
These systems were produced as discrete components

and as they gradually grew larger the approach was essen

tially to treat the enlarged components as collections of
programs and to contract out the development of the pro

grams to separate groups of programmers� It was found
that this approach was inadequate� Indeed that the cost
of the systems compared to earlier systems increased ex

ponentially rather than linearly with their increase in size�

Thus in ���� when ICL set out to produce a major
operating system� VME� for its new range of Mainframes
what became the ���� and the Series �� ranges� it recog

nised that it had a major task on its hands since all the
indicators were that the development would never �nish�
In a sense this has proven to be the case since some ���
development sta� have been continually developing the
system since that time� The result was to establish a de

velopment support project to develop a rigorous system
development methodology� Structural Modelling� and a
Computer Aided Development and Evaluation System�
CADES� to support the methodology�

��� The perceived problem circa ����

At that time the problem was perceived as being product
related� Early documents �bcw��� state �

�The large development team would need to be
able to identify and preserve the overall struc

ture of the operating system� Experience on
earlier systems had shown how di�cult it was
to protect a large system from structural de

cay� The team would need to be able to distin

guish between features which a�ected the over

all structure of the system and those which were
merely cosmetic�

The methodology and computer aided system
would have to facilitate all stages of the op

erating system development process� i�e� high
level design� low level design of implementa

tion� construction� system generator and main

tenance� They would have to encourage the
codes of good practice which prevailed within
the computer industry� i�e� structured program

ming� data�entity driven design� delayed �xing

and binding� design for resilence etc��

��	 The solution

Structural modelling was �rst described in detail in �djp�
in ����� It followed the philosophy that system develop

ment should be primarily a data
driven top
down process�
The emphasis was on the modular structure of the sys


tem being designed to manipulate de�ned data items�
rather than data items being invented to support the en

coding of abstract functional requirements� Each code
entity was termed a holon� a term borrowed from Koestler
�ak� to describe utilities in an hierarchic system�
A language called SDL System Development Lan


guage� was devised to allow the expressions of holon

holon and holon
data relationships� SDL is also used to
describe how each holon uses its relationship with other
holons and with data items in order to carry out its par

ticular functions� The hierarchy of SDL Holons repre

sents a gradual re�nement of the total description of the
system�each level being a complete description of the sys

tem at that level of design� the level being �xed by the
accompanying data tree decomposition� At the lowest
levels this use of SDL merges completely into the imple

mentation programming language� S� a close relative of
the expression oriented language Algol����
The CADES database was set up to record informa


tion about the various holon
holon� holon
data relation

ship and this was then used as the basis for version control
and other management support purposes� It had become�
of course� a Support Environment�
By far the most important development was that the

database was established as the only source of all prod

uct components� Source code could only be produced
by the execution of an Environment Processor the EP�
which processed design information from the database to
produce S� source code� An early example of process
enforcement through the use of tools�

� Properties of its successor IPSE ���

	�� Observations on the CADES Approach

Within the size and scale of this paper it is only feasible
to attempt a very super�cial analysis of the approach but
the more signi�cant highlights are �

a� The approach is product structure derived� This
leads to some good and bad attributes� The best is
perhaps that the architecture of the system plays an
active role in the subsequent design decomposition�



The theology of the product approach is re�ected di

rectly in the tools used for development� Thus both
the architecture and the tools system have survived
the test of time� Essentially the same system is still
used �� years and some ���� man years later� It has
demonstrated that Support Environments can have
longevity� The worst attribute is that the process
of development is necessarily made subservient and
thus although the product has not su�ered struc

tural decay the process of development has not been
able to properly adapt to more modern in�uences�
It is particularly noticeable that the �total life cy

cle� outlined above made no mention of speci�cation�
More importantly the granularity of the database is
product oriented and thus the granularity of the sup

ported process is of necessity constrained to the level
of the product modularity� Management of the pro

cess is therefore conducted at the holon level� Re

use� optimisation� version management and all the
other Engineering concerns are thus also constrained
to operate at this level�

b� The approach is essentially one of �Design then eval

uate�� Support for iteration is provided but essen

tially the system is oriented towards design capture
of new and modi�ed functions followed by the use of
conventional Codasyl based� database technology to
invert and evaluate that design� The notion of proto

typing is missing and the ability to reason about the
design is essentially restricted to structural analysis�

Again the primary goal of managing the avoidance of
product structural decay was realised but the granu

larity of design entities essentially restricted the abil

ity to reason except at holon
holon level�

c� The system is a closed one� Not really in the sense of
current Open Systems concerns since one could eas

ily de�ne a �Public Tools Interface� to the system
but in the sense that any tool added to the system
is constrained by the core style of schema represen

tation� New tools have to be totally integrated and
the resultant costs severely restricted the ability to
experiment with new toolsets� to rapidly discard and
acquire new tools and generally to adopt a �exible
tools strategy�

d� Many mundane issues are of fundamental impor

tance� In the end most e�ort was expended on Ver

sion Control and it is clear that is of paramount im

portance that such issues are addressed in such a way

that they are all embracing and transparent to tools
providers�

	�� Subsequent conclusions and in
uence on
the IPSE ��� approach

a� It is clear from the above that the principal con

straint to a �exible support environment is� not sur

prisingly� the basic architecture of that environment�
The decision to base the granularity of the database
at a predominantly holon level had an all
embracing
impact on both the approach to an open tools pol

icy and to the type of development process which
the tools enabled and�or supported�� In fact the
decision to base the environment core on the gran

ularity of the entities to be developed was the key
factor� Our experience is that any attempt to base
the Support Environment on the entities to be de

veloped rather than the process to be used for the
development is doomed to the same constraints as
the CADES system imposed�

Clearly a major in�uence on the IPSE ��	 �ras��
project was the desire to build a Support Environ

ment with a Process Modelling paradigm at its core
rather than an operating system style core with an
interface fashioned primarily to entity manipulation�

In particular the IPSE project takes the view that it
is axiomatic both that software development is an it

erative process and that this process should be man

aged and changed actively rather than as a transpar

ent side
e�ect of the product or organisational struc

ture� This implies the need to support considerable
process change as development proceeds� The ap

proach is illustrated in sections 	���and � where a
possible model for the management process is out

lined�

b� The �Design then Evaluate� strategy of CADES had
highlighted the constraints on better approaches to
development� In particular the need to reason about
our speci�cations� designs� implementations is funda

mental to good software development� This ability
to reason implies a level of integration of process and
tools which needs to be determined by the nature of
the interaction between the reasoner and the tools
and not by the product modularity constraints� As
workstations increase in power with improved screen
and �tactile� support so the notion of a reasoning
assistant will become increasingly tractable �cbj���
However it is also clear that the Environment is still



required to support the conventional level of granu

larity as represented in the CADES system�

The second major in�uence on the IPSE ��	 project
was therefore the desire to investigate the integration
of these coarse and �ne grain support systems� There
were also implications on the user interface in terms
of the management of vast quantities of �ne
grain
entities and their subsequent projection via coarser

grain entities� for example to allow the browsing of
entities of management interest such as plan impacts�

c� The closed nature of CADES had highlighted the
constraints which such an architecture placed on �ex

ible tool acquisition and disposition� Increasingly
there is a need for greater �exibility in creating hy

brid design processes and this implies �exibility in
levels of tool integration� A simplistic �Operating
System� style CASE will not� in itself� by concen

trating on the store
plus
tools level of integration
enable the rapid construction of Integrated Support
Systems as distinct from the support for heteroge

nous tools systems� OPEN systems imply a speed of
change as well as community
wide ownership� It is
important to ensure that the community wide own

ership desire does not in�ict upon us a closed system
in terms of development paradigms�

Thus another major in�uence was the desire for
the process based core to be the means of �exible
and very cheap alien tool interworking� essentially
a generic �meta� Public Tools Interface� Hence it
is considered of vital importance to an Open CASE
system that it provides a standard means of con

struction of Public Tools Interfaces rather than any
one Interface per se�

d� The notion of Component Re
use had been an early
motivator in the CADES system� The hope was that
by the use of Database support a generic approach
to �Libraries� could be developed� indeed that such
commonality would be established at many levels� In
practice this did not happen� The means of Speci�

cation and then subsequent browsing were not avail

able� but again� even if they had been� the �ne
grain
integration which such �pattern
matching� implies
would not have been realised by a totally �entity�

based core� Again some support for the recognition
of the development process in order to enable re
use
was required� It was also clear that the development
process was such that the re
use of process fragments
was as great a contributor to productivity as any de


sign component re
use� CADES did not aid the long
period of gestation concerned with the construction
of a process�in many cases a heterogeneous assem

blage of sub
processes� to solve large scale problems�
This need to employ a variety of solution strategies
in any given system development is� we believe� of
great and growing importance�

	�	 The IPSE ��� Approach

The purpose of this kind of Support Environment is to
provide the means by which the process of developing�
maintaining� supporting and enhancing information sys

tems is made more e�cient� in both quality and produc

tivity terms� Traditionally such Environments� be they
for the support of programmers or the support of projects�
have been considered as tools to support people who have
tasks to carry out� The view taken in the IPSE ��	 project
is to stand back from this position of �users and tools�
and consider the problem as a whole�

The process of developing� installing and changing in

formation systems is one which involves the co
operative
e�orts of many people� People are involved in this pro

cess because of the intellectual nature of the various tasks�
We should not forget that no tool� as yet� can remove the
essential involvement of the human being� As Dijkstra
�ewd� said in �����

�We shall do a much better programming job
����� provided we respect the intrinsic limitations
of the human mind��

The IPSE is thus a means of supporting the whole process
rather than being a collection of tools which assist partic

ular activities or classes of activities within that process�

The essence of the integration component of IPSE ��	 is
based on this notion that an IPSE is about supporting the
process of systems development� a process in which people
the �users� of the IPSE� play a very signi�cant part� In
many ways this is the logical successor to systems such as
CADES where the environment is seen as providing the
components out of which the process is formed� but in a
completely general way which is ignorant of process�

����� The Process Control Engine �PCE�

At the heart of an IPSE ��	 system is something called
a Process Control Engine or PCE�� The idea is that the
PCE is a computer system which provides the changing�
working environments for its users� the people involved
in the development process� The PCE is cognisant of



the process itself and is thus able to provide the appro

priate working environments at the appropriate times�
The means by which this is done and how much can
be done� is the essence of the IPSE ��	 project from a
technical point of view� taking particular account of the
requirements to support the use of formal methods and
in particular� formal reasoning�

����� Process Description and Composition

It would be possible but not useful� to build a PCE
which only supported a single type of development pro

cess� More usefully� it is necessary to provide some means
by which a general purpose PCE can be �programmed�
to support di�erent processes� In reality� such processes
are an amalgam of many separate processes or maybe just
constraints on how particular tasks may be carried out�
�I don�t care how you do it� but do it by Tuesday����

The concept of a Process Modelling Language PML�
is introduced to be the means by which such di�erent
process fragments can be described and composed� Such
fragments also provide the means of �external� tool in

terworking� The working environments to be provided by
the PCE for its users must include all the things that a
user �says� he requires for the job in hand� The PML
must therefore provide for the descriptions of objects
upon which the user might carry out some operations�
tools to help him carry out those operations� and means
of communicating changes to the working environments of
himself or of others� These are minimum requirements of
the PML but serve here to illustrate the concept� In �tra

ditional� Support Environments� the database schema or
rather the language in which it is expressed� can be seen
as an embryonic PML� often augmented by the command
language of the host operating system�

It is important to understand the relationship between
a user i�e� a person involved within an overall develop

ment process�� PML and PCE� The type of interaction
that the user has with the system is determined by the
PML description� The PCE is an engine which supports
these descriptions� It is of note that the approach being
taken is essentially that of explicit process descriptions�
It is possible to imagine an approach by which a model is
�learned� implicitly by the PCE from actions carried out
by users� such models then being available subsequently�
The project takes the view that the interactive nature
of the people�tools society which the IPSE encapsulates
calls for a more explicit approach�

It is however worth noting that explicit models are the
basis of �what if� type analyses or more general prop


erty analysis� as well as being used as described here�
This idea is one being pursued by the project in partic

ular as part of its work in providing support for project
management�

� The Process Modelling Language
�PML	

Two kinds of integration are required in an IPSE� in ad

dition to the usual integration of computing facilitites

� the integration of people�s activities

� the integration of people�s activities with the com

puting facilities

The process model deals with both of these concerns�
it integrates the ways in which a group of people use
computing facilities in support of their software devel

opment activities� This development work consists of a
number of distinct� concurrent activities� corresponding
to the many contributing �Roles�� These Roles� and the
interactions between them� are thus objects that must be
modelled� The resulting process model drives the oper

ation of the IPSE� it determines the actions carried out
by the computer system� and o�ers the user a choice of
possible activities� as required by the Roles modelled in
the system� By performing an activity� a user contributes
to the execution of a Role�

��� On Roles and Interactions

This notion of Roles and Interactions is the basis of pro

cess models� The essence of such process models is that
they consist primarily of a set of Roles which interact in
a meaningful manner� Such a model of a world of Roles is
intended to exploit the notion of concurrently executing
agents� all co
ordinating to achieve a common goal�

Within each Role are a number of activities that can
be carried out by the IPSE inclusive of its users�� An
Interaction between Roles on the IPSE is represented by
an Action in one Role connected to an Action in another
Role�

Thus Roles �

� de�ne the behaviors appropriate to a speci�c part of
the software development process

� exist �on
line� and �o�
line� o�
line Roles are IPSE
users 
 note also that Software Tools which are not
part of the IPSE are considered to be o�
line��



� progress from one state to another until all Ac

tions and Interactions have been completed note�
of course� that Actions and Interactions may be per

formed more than once in the life of a Role�

Interactions �

� occur between on
line Roles without user interac

tion� usually involving the transfer of objects�

� occur between on
line and o�
line Roles� ie between
an IPSE user and an on
line Role

��� Entities and Assertions

In order to allow for the encapsulation of the resources
owned by the Roles another type of object is supported
� an Entity� Together with Interactions and Actions� En

tities contribute to the state of a Role at a particular
point in time� the values of the Role�s resources are an
important aspect of that state� Interactions between on

line Roles generally result in the Entities owned by the
Roles the resources of the Roles� �changing hands�� The
state of a Role thus changes as a result of behavior� in
which resources are manipulated and�or transferred to
other Roles�
The scheduling of the executions of Actions and Inter


actions is determined by �start� and �end� conditions�
These conditions are predicates which are expressed in
terms of the state of the Role� ie the values of the re

sources and the occurence of Actions and Interactions�
A predicate can be expressed as a Boolean expression

but in addition support is provided for Assertions� which
de�ne a set of such conditions that must hold true for a
particular group of arguments�
Thus we have outlined �ve principal notions of the

Modelling language PML� � Role� Interaction� Action�
Entity and Assertion�
Further PML adopts a number of concepts employed

in object
oriented languages cf Requirements Modelling
Language �sjg� and Smalltalk �gol�� for the purposes of
expressing models� These are the concepts �

� classi�cation�instantiation

� specialisation

� aggregation�decomposition

A class is a group of objects that share a set of common
de�nitional properties� For example� the Actions of the
class Role� are properties corresponding to all the exe

cutable operations which may be performed by the Role�

The Role and Entity notions expressed above are the
principal classes in PML� These classes are �primitive�
object groups� and their behavior is built into the lan

guage� They de�ne a set of property categories which
determine the kinds of property which may be owned by
classes of this type� For example� the property categories
of the principal class Role include �

� resources 
 the data objects belonging to the Role�

� assocs 
 references to the Interaction objects with
which the Role communicates� and any new Roles
created by the Role�

� actions 
 Actions and Interactions which operate on
the Role�

� categories containing properties which determine the
start and stop conditions of the Role�

A process model is a network of objects of the principal
classes� Any single class may be a subclass of another
class or classes�� A process model is built up by creat

ing subclasses of the principal classes� subclasses of those
classes and so on in the usual Object
Oriented way� This
is� of course� the process of specialisation� whereby de�

nitional properties of the superclass are inherited by the
subclass�
As is to be expected a Role class does not itself exhibit

behavior� A Role class prescribes the behavior of an object
of that class� ie an instance of that class� Creating a
class instance involves supplying values for the resources
de�ned in the class de�nition� The Role instance then
exhibits behavior 
 the resources are manipulated by the
Actions and Interactions de�ned for that Role�

� The Process Model for Manage�

ment Support

Given the primitive framework for process models de

scribed above this section now demonstrates how this
framework can be used to construct a richer set of con

cepts in the area of Management Support� Similar enrich

ment clearly will also take place to address other IPSE
concerns�
The Process Model for Management Support PMMS�

is a set of PML classes� which together describe possi

ble networks of Roles and Interactions� This structure is
designed to enable the use oof a raw PML language en

gine as a working IPSE� in which software projects can be
given a technical methodology� can be modelled� and the



model subsequently installed� The manner in which this
is done is the purpose of this case study� the philosophy
of the model is described followed by a demonstration of
its use via a scenario based on a simpli�ed version of a
possible organisational structure for the development of
a set of software packages�
The PMMS is not intended for use in the direct mod


elling of an organisation�It is more concerned with sup

porting the enactment of particular processes eg in de

veloping software�� Hence� an entire system containing
many instantiations of the PMMS structure� which might
represent an organisation� is created from the application
of one principle alone� that a new PMMS instance is
created to satisfy a goal� There are three fundamental
concepts underpinning the PMMS �

� aGoal 
 the description of a requirement for example
a new object to be produced� a change of state to
some existing object� or a desire�

� a Process 
 a series of operations which satis�es
the Goal� within some constraints identi�ed by the
Terms of Reference which are ful�lled by completing
the process�

� a Model 
 that which represents the de�nition of the
process to be carried out to satisfy a Goal�

A PMMS instance thus takes a Goal as input� creates a
Model� and establishes a collection of Roles to execute
the Model and satisfy the Goal�

��� Model Structure

The PMMS is based on ideas from Organisation Theory�
which divide the function of Management into four dis

tinct areas � Peopling� Technology� Logistics and Doing�
The PML method requires that we model organisations
principally using the notion of Roles� This section illus

trates the development of a possible set of Roles which
are then specialised to re�ect a hierarchical organisation�
Initially there is established a Role class Managing

which deals with the acquisition and assignment of peo

ple� and thus partially models the Peopling function� The
Role classes Technology and Logistics are established to
correspond to the Technology and Logistics functions re

spectively� The Role class Administrating represents the
interface between Doing and the others�
A PMMS instance can now be created by instantiating

theManaging Role class� with a Terms of Reference� tor�
as input�The Managing instance co
ordinates a network
of Roles� which together de�ne and execute a Model for

the Goal� Most of its activities are therefore instantiating
other Roles� or taking part in Interactions� In order to
satisfy the Goal� a Managing Role creates three other
Roles �

�� A Technology Role� which controls the purely techni

cal aspects of the process the method used� Quality
Assurance� and so on��

�� A Logistics Role� which deals with process Modelling
scheduling� resourcing� and so on��

�� A Administrating Role� which starts the process by
instantiating the other modelled roles� then interacts
with them to compile exception reports on the cur

rent state of the process� It also implements planned
changes to the model�

Each of these four Role classes is specialised for every pro

cess in the Management hierarchy� This involves adding
behavior speci�c to the method used� and behavior ap

propriate to the individual roles� Other process roles can
be of two types �

� Instances of a Role class de�ned in the method eg
Analyst for a technical method� and Financing for a
Business method��

� Instances of Managing 
 these correspond to dele

gated activities� Hence theManaging is the interface
to the super�process� if one exists�

A Managing and its Technology and Logistics are con

ceptually at an equal level of authority but represent a
seperation of concerns� Thus they carry the responsibil

ity for satisfying the goal of the process co
operatively�
but it is the Managing alone which can abort the model�
Clearly it is necessary that termination can occur at any
time in the life of the process�

This relationship between Management Areas and
Role Classes is represented diagrammatically in Fig ��
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�Key Area �
Instance
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Role Role

� Doing � �
Administrating

Technology

�

Logistics

�

Logistics

�

Logistics

�� Peopling �
Managing

��� Management Cycle

As outlined earlier the management of a process to
achieve a goal should be viewed as a cycle� which involves
continual re�nement of the model throughout the life of
the process�It is this active aspect of a life cycle de�ni

tion which is one important distinguishing characteristic
of the IPSE ��	 approach� The generic cycle utilised by
the PMMS paradigm has a number of stages which are
listed below together with the PMMS roles which perform
each stage indicated in parenthesis �

�� De�ne the goal speci�ed in the tor of the PMMS
and given to Managing ��

�� Choose the method to satisfy the goal Technology ��

�� Model how to resource and schedule roles to meet
the goal Logistics ��

�� Install the model� ie run process Administrating ��

	� Monitor the process Administrating ��

�� Evaluate the monitor data Managing ��

�� Re
model the process by one of the following actions

a� re
designing the method Technology ��

b� re
assigning resources Logistics ��

c� or even abandoning the process Logistics and
Managing ��

��	 Primitive Actions of Change in PML

It is hopefully now evident that the principal means of
realising the objective of an �active� process model is
through the mechanism of the PMMS Change paradigm�
Not surprisingly this leads to the creation of a collection
of primitive actions for changing process models during

execution� These primitives then allow modelling and
con�guration management to be built into models� An
early exampler of the re
use of process fragments� Higher
level operations are clearly required to enable the system
to be changed in a user
friendly way� but such operations
can be easily built from these primitives �

� BaseModelling This Role class has the PML built in
classes as de�nitional properties� Any role instance
of this class begins life with a copy of each of the
built
in PML classes� The class also has two user
action properties createClass and startRole� A user
interacting with a BaseModelling instance may start
a new role by interacting through the startRole in

teraction� New classes may be included as the prop

erties of the BaseModelling instance through use of
the createClass� The createClass property class ex

pression names the user action AddClass�

� AddClass This user action invokes a PML editor to
create a new object class�� The created class be

comes a factual property of the BaseModelling role
in which the action occured� The name of the class
is supplied through the user action and is the prop

erty name appended to the role� the actual class is
the property value and is an instance of the class
�Class�� The Naming is a factual property of the
role in which the creation occured� The correspond

ing de�nitional property with the class name as a
property name and a class expression of �Class�� is
appended to the class of the role in which the cre

ation occured�



� StartRole This user action creates a new role� The
created role becomes a factual property of the base
model role in which the action occured� The name
of the role is supplied through the user action� and is
the property name appended to the BaseModelling
role� the actual new role is the property value and is
an instance of the role class supplied through the user
action� The de�nitional property corresponding to
the new factual property the role and its associated
property name� is appended to the class of the role
in which the StartRole occured�

� BehaveAs This action requires an object to change
its behavior to adhere to that denoted by the be

havior class expression� The action requires extra
parameters as a number of propertyName� property

Value pairs� the pairs will assign values to the new
properties which the object has acquired as a result
of its changed behavior�


 Case Study � Galactic Software
Factory �GSF	

In order to illustrate the utilisation of the PMMS sys

tem outlined above there follows a case study of a bold
initiative termed the GSF Project� any resemblance to
projects dead or alive is unintentional and is regretted��

��� Project Director

This section describes how the Project Director of the
GSF Project models the top level of the organisation by

� De�ning the Project Method

The Project method is de�ned in the following way

�� The Project Director of the new project initially
consists of pd� which is an instance of Managing�
The goal of the project director is supplied by
base in the terms of reference tor� for example �

� Goal 
 Convince sponsors to keep support

ing the project�

� Constraints 
 Work to contract� Investment
is limited to a certain sum� The project
may produce products and market them in
addition to working to contract� Invest

ment may change�

Since pd is an instance of Managing a subclass
of BaseModelling� it has its own copies of the

classes� which were bound to its resources on
instantiation�

�� The �rst action is for pd to instantiate a Tech

nology� Logistics and Administrating and bind
them via the appropriate interactions� These
new role instances are called pd�tech� pd�log�

pd�mon respectively�

�� This group of roles must now co
ordinate to
create a method for the project and produce
a model for that method� this is done by pd�log

asking pd�tech to create a suitable method�

�� The person who is bound to pd�tech creates the
method by repeatedly calling AddClass� to cre

ate the classes which will constitute the new
method�

	� When the method is complete� pd�tech tells
pd�log to BehaveAs the specialisation of Logis

tics which is appropriate to the new method�

The Method for the project identi�es four activities

� Recruit sta�

� Brainwash sta�

� Bid for Work Packages

� Satisfy contracts awarded

The �rst of the activities is modelled explicitly� The
last three are delegated to other instances of PMMS�
known as Business Centres� Hence� in order to ex

ecute the top
level model� one instance of Recruit�
ing  a PML class de�ned within the chosen Project
Method� and at least three more instances of Manag

ing will have to be created� Suppose that the method
is as follows �

� all levels of the project report to the next high

est level at di�erent periods�

� Business Centre to project Project Director
reports are Monthly

� Work Package manager to Business Centre
Manager reports are Weekly

Note that the Project Director does not constrain the
type of reports which the business centre manager
may require from the Work Package managers� apart
from the fact that they must be weekly�

� Creating the Project Model

Before it can create a model of the project� pd�log
must change class from Logistics to PdLogistics�



This is done by pd�tech calling BehaveAs� specifying
pd�log as the object which must change and PdLogis

tics as the target class� It also binds any new proper

ties of pd�log during this operation 
 these properties
include the classes which constitute the PdMethod�
The model also binds instances of IpseUsing� ie
people� to the process roles� as assoc properties of
those roles� and tells pd to BehaveAs an instance of
PdManaging�

� Installing the Project Model

The model is installed by pd�log telling pd�mon to
BehaveAs an instance of PdAdministrating� The
model begins when pd�mon changes class� Its e�ect
is to start the various Business Centres and the re

cruitment process� and to re
con�gure the PMMS
instance as de�ned by the method�

�g� GSF Mgt Cycle

� in���mon � �
PdAdministrating in�pd�log
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��
�
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� �
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in�pd �

�

IpseManaging

�
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��� Business Centre Manager

This section follows the Business Centre manager respon

sible for satisfying contracts� from instantiation with no
Work Packages identi�ed� to the point where a Work
Package is started�

� Choosing the Business Centre Method

The pd�s Administrating role pd�mon starts bc� an
instance of BcManaging� to be responsible for satis

fying contracts awarded�The tor for the bc are given
in an analagous way as for the pd and appropriate
bc�tech� bc�log� bc�mon instantiated�

Working with tor alone� since no other guidelines
exist� bc�tech creates the BcMethod� Summarised
by the classes BcLogistics� BcAdministrating� Wp

Managing 
 a specialisation of Managing from which
all GSFWork Package managers will be instantiated�
This class will include actions for the production and
transmission of weekly reports to the BcAdministrat

ing� All Work Packages within the business centre
are controlled by instances of the PMMS� none of
the Work Packages are managed directly by bc�

� Creating the Business Centre Model

The logistics component of the manager is changed
by bc�tech to become an instance of BcLogistics�
Since the initial model produced by bc �log does not
identify any work� BcAdministrating and BcManag

ing are not specialised at all�

� Installing the Business Centre Model

The model is installed by bc�log telling bc�mon to Be

haveAs an instance of BcLogistics� This role has no
special actions� since the model is to do nothing until
a Work Package is identi�ed� The monthly progress
reports required from bc to pd by the GSF method
would re�ect �no activity��

� Starting a Work Package Within the Business Centre

As soon as some work for the Business Centre is
identi�ed by pd� say a Work Package to write a Theo

rem Proving Assistant TPA�� the tor of the Business
Centre is altered by pd in the� by now familiar� style

� Goal 
 Satisfy the contract for a TPA by per

forming a Software Development Project

� Constraints 
 Supervise the TPA Workpackage
within the constraints de�ned for bc weekly re

ports etc�



Having received the new tor� the bc creates and logs
an exception report which is then sent to bc�log� This
is an instruction to bc�log to re
model the activities of
the Business Centre� In this case� the changed model
will instantiate a new Work Package to implement
TPA� The action of re
modelling is similar to the
modelling already described �

�� bc�log specialises the class of bc�mon� This class
will support the new TPA Work Package�

�� The new model is invoked by bc�log telling
bc�mon to BehaveAs this new class�

�� After bc�mon has changed class� it executes its
new properties and thus instantiates a Work
Package to handle the TPA� The WpManager
for this Work Package is called wp�

��	 Work Package Manager

This section describes how aWork Package manager mod

els a Work Package� We might hope that the approach
would be something like the use of VDM �cbj��� as a
Speci�cation Method and Smalltalk �gol� as the Imple

mentation Language�

� Choosing the Work Package Method

The bc�mon instantiates wp with a tor which tells it
to run a project to build a TPA �

� Goal 
 Build a Theorem Proving Assistant
TPA�

� Constraints 
 Implement the
system in Smalltalk� Use VDM as the speci

�cation method� Other methods may also be
suitable�

The Work Package is started by wp instantiating
wp�tech� wp�log� wp�mon� The method to be used
is supplied by wp�tech� Since the tor recommends
VDM� wp�tech supplies that method�

� Creating the Work Package Model

The model is produced as follows �

�� wp�tech tells wp�log to BehaveAs an instance of
VDMLogistics

�� wp�log produces the specialisation of VDMAd

ministrating which is the Work Package model�
The model also includes assocs to IpseUsing
roles  e�ectively Sta� assignment �� The Work
Package model also �knows� about monitoring

points in the life of the Work Package� eg When
we have completed a re�nement step we must
identify the relevant proof obligations�

� Installing the Work Package Model

As in the previous sections� the model is installed
by starting an instance of the specialised Adminis

trating class� In this case the Work Package is initi

ated by wp�log instantiating wp�mon� an instance of
TPAAdministrating�

� Re
modelling the Work Package

This section discusses how the TPA Work Package
might be re
modelled� given that further Speci�ca

tion Re�nement steps are required� It is in the nature
of VDM that further re�nement steps are required
during the Speci�cation process so this event is re

alistic� The change is achieved by wp telling wp�log

to re
model the Work Package� with two re�nement
steps to be delivered� The changes to the model
are installed by wp�log telling wp�mon to BehaveAs
TPAAdministrating�� The new model is then au

tomatically invoked� without a�ecting the running
Work Package roles�

There follows a diagram of the Work Packet Manage

ment cycle specialised for the TPA Work Package and
some sample PML which illustrates the construction of a
Logistics instance and a Role instance� They should all�



by now� be self explanatory�

�g� TPA WP Mgt Cycle
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Some sample PML to illustrate the model �

�����������������������������������������������

VDMLogistics isa Logistics with

resources

Designer � Role class

VDMAdministrating � Role class

VDMLogistics � Role class

VDMManaging � Role class

Interview � Interaction class

AuditorApproval � Interaction class

CommitteeApproval � Interaction class

WriteSpec � Action class

SpecPackage � Entity class

VDMSpecification � Entity class

�����������������������������������������������

Designer isa Role with

resources

spec � VDMSpecification

readyForApproval � Bool

preconds

torDefined � spec�tor ne nil

actions

getHelp � Interview

through designerPort �package � spec�

when �noHelp � spec�expertise � nil�

workaBit � WriteSpec �doc � spec

readyFlag � readyForApproval�

when �tryAgain � spec ne nil �������

logSpec � OneToOne through give

�docIn � spec�

when �readyToLog

� spec�wpApproval � true�

termconds

specLogged � logSpec ne nil

�����������������������������������������������



Interview isa UserInteraction with

ports

designerPort � communicate �package�

expertPort � IpseUsing

moderate � communicate�issues�

grams

package � SpecPackage

issues � Document

parts

viewSpec � ViewObject �

object � package

class � SpecPackage�����

stopconds

finished � raiseIssues ne nil and

noIssues � true

���������������������������������������������

WriteSpec isa UserAction with

in

doc � SpecPackage

readyFlag � Bool

parts

writeVDM � magic alien VDM editor tool

signalApproval � Assign �

from � true to � readyFlag �

when �finished � writeVDM ne nil �

stopconds

specWritten � readyFlag � true

���������������������������������������������



��� Extensions to the case study

Within the scope and scale of this paper it was only pos

sible to attempt a very super�cial case study� It has con

centrated on demonstrating the means by which Special

isations of Role Classes and the subsequent creation of
Role Instances can be used to model a heirarchical or

ganisation� It should also be clear that the detailed de

velopment of� say� the model of the VDM process can
proceed in parallel with and largely independent of other
aspects of the project�s processes�
This is but one instance of the use of Specialisations

within Process Models� Other topics which are of pri

mary importance such as Monitoring and Con�guration
Management are addressed by similar means� Thus the
generic approach obviates the need for speci�c discrete
implementations of such strategies� This is clearly impor

tant since there is a requirement to modify these strate

gies and to allow for di�ering sub
strategies with respect
to such concerns in much the same way as with other
aspects of Process Models�

��	�� Monitoring

Monitoring consists of measuring what has been achieved
by a project� and the cost of that achievement� Such
measurement could include �

� Functional monitoring � which notes which process
deliverables or activities are complete�

� Temporal monitoring � which notes the amount of
time spent by the process on di�erent activities�

� Financial monitoring � which notes the amount of
money spent by the process on di�erent activities�

This list is not intended to be exhaustive� but gives a
�avour of the di�erent styles of monitoring which the
PMMS must support� The secret is that by allowing spe

cialisation� the PMMS allows any kind of monitoring� but
implicitly�

An approach can be easily demonstrated within the
TPA Work Package� The WpAdministrating will moni

tor the completion of each speci�cation� Functional mon

itoring is achieved by specialising VDMAdministrating to
note when a speci�cation is approved� Since speci�cations
approval is already a part of the function of this class� no
further interactions need to be added to the model�
The e�ect of these specialisations� for example to add

a Milestone entity� is to record the date on which each
speci�cation is approved by the Work Package manager in

the TPAAdministrating role� The forecast dates for each
Milestone would have been set during the construction of
the model� Reports are then built by the Work Package�s
Managing role� by periodic inspection of the state of the
Milestone�s entities�
To invoke this monitoring function wp�mon is told to

BehaveAs TPAMonitoringAdmin when the model is in

stalled� This extra monitoring behavior is then included
in the Work Package model� Similarly Temporal and Fi

nancial Monitoring can be added�

��	�� Con
guration Management

Con�guration Management or �Management of Change�
is a primary concern of the IPSE ��	 Project� It views
the problem at three di�erent levels �

�� Change in a Process Model� Supported by the con

cepts of �

� Changing an object by changing the value of
a property or by the addition or deletion of a
property�

� Specialisation of a Class by the addition of new
de�nitional properties property name� class ex

pression pairs� or by the specialisation of exist

ing properties subclassi�cations of the class of
a property��

�� Change to a Process� Achieved by changing the ac

tivities of a process model and supported by the con

cepts of �

� An explicit remodel during its initiation cycle�
The Managing role instance instantiates a Lo

gistics and Technology and causes the technol

ogy instance to re
model the PMMS by making
the logistics instance BehaveAs a specialisation
of Logistics�

� Further changes to the project models as de

�ned by the Managing� The re
models occur as
a result of evaluations of monitoring data pro

vided to the Managing role by Administrating�

� The �nal type of re
model occurs when Manag

ing is changed by a super
PMMS� to BehaveAs
a new class 
 thus to exhibit behavior� according
to the revised model�

�� Change to a process Product� Achieved by the cre

ation of a new product variant�

Here the concerns are with the concepts of version
control� edition numbers� variants etc� A process



model provides a strict context for all the activi

ties of a process� for example entities are always ex

plicitly named� As a result conventional concerns
about version control are to a large extent irrelevant�
Essentially the approach taken is that speci�c local
names are used in the isolated contexts� but for co

ordinated activity such as an interaction between
client and vendor over an error report � the context
di�erences must be resolved� Interactions between
the client and vendor must be objective� ie the pro�

cess model identi�es the faulty component through
parts
list databases� client serial numbers etc� Hence
it is the process of Product Change management
rather than the discrete naming of variants which
is the means of Version Control� Since all change is
made explicit and the context for each change is also
explicit there is no need for an underlying implicit
revision numbering scheme�

��� Summary

This Section has outlined an example of how an organi

sation might be modelled using the PMMS together with
the primitive actions required to support model change�
Further it has explained how con�guration management
and a range of di�erent styles of monitoring might be
supported� The structure of the modelled organisation is
shown in �g � below�

It has been a simple illustration of the way in which the
use of specialisation within the PML framework supports
the vital process of change in an active process support
environment�

�g� GSF Scenario Summary
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� The relevance of the IPSE ���
approach to Software Engineering
processes�

To understand the relevance of such a generic approach
rather than the stylised �operating system� core beloved
of many CASE o�erings there is a need to examine the
current context within which we need to engineer soft

ware�
Major changes have taken place in the Industry Struc


ture� the Technology and the Market since we developed
the CADES system� Most of these emphasise the need
for an Open system� in a Process sense� and in terms of
�exibility of Tool interworking�
The Industry is� in general� no longer concerned with

the development of discrete software components� In

stead the major concern is with the �glueing� together of
components to provide the IT component of some larger
ecosystem� There is a need to recognise the endemic na

ture of IT� to recognise that our traditional software com

ponent is but one component of a much broader control
system� Further there must be a recognition of the need
for the support of mixed componentry� much of it never to
be speci�ed in terms to which our software development
methods can sensibly relate�
There is a need to recognise the ever increasing variety

of methods� languages and toolsets� to recognise the need
for support for system development �in the large� and for
component re
use of a wide variety of component types�
In particular this paper has attempted to highlight the
need for re
use of process model fragments as being of
paramount importance�
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